

















A historical study on the establishment process of
“Competitive Sport Priority Policy” in China since 1960
HaoWen WU
Abstract: This study is based on the overview of social conditions in China since 1949 and to elucidate 
the establishment process of “Competitive Sport priority policy” in 1980, which was actually conducted 
before 1980 in China. The result of the study can be summarized as below.
Since founded in 1949, China aimed to achieve socialist society take the Soviet as learning objects. Not 
only the fi led of sports, China government introduced the Soviet regime to control all of the business.
In the early stage, sport was expected to improve the public health lever, the diﬀ usion of ideas about 
social physical and the enhancement of physical education had been infi ltrated in the spread of sports 
policy. Meanwhile, in order to participate in the Olympic Games, the strengthening the social sports and 
att ention of competitive sports were take as important points.
Because of the three-year campaign from 1959 and the Great Leap Forward in China, natural disasters 
became a major obstacle for the development of Chinese society, social sports activities greatly reduced. 
To protect the national sports business, based on the Outline of National Sports Council in 1962, The 
focus of sports began to shift  to competitive sports fi led.
With “the Cultural Revolution” of 1966, the whole sports business fell into a stopped situation as one 
of all the social activities. From 1970 by the instructions of the Prime Minister Chou Enlai, Sports 
business was restored slowly. Competition sports were fi rst re-implemented. In 1971 “ping pong 
diplomacy” played a signifi cant contribution to China’s competitive sports business. Form that time 
the Chinese government began to take att ention to the development of the sports development.
In 1979, China returned to the international OLYMPIC organization formally and decides to partici-
pate in the 1980 Olympic Games. A policy about competition sports as the center of gravity of the sports 
business was suggested by the participation in the Olympic Games in 1979, as the same time the 
competitive sports as a sports center policy was proposed
As a summary, the develop course of China sports fi led can be understand as below. The Chinese 
“competition sports priority policy” devised in 1980 was started under the infl uence of a beginning 
change of the China society in 1960th, the precedent revival of competition sports is in the latt er period 
of 1970 in the process of “Cultural Revolution”, with the enforcement of the “reform / opening” policy 
in 1978, the China returned to international Olympics organization in 1979.
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